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Commodity Technology Advisory: With the current
macroeconomic environment in the commodities sector,
what sorts of trends are you seeing there and how has that
changed?.

David Edwards: There are a number of fundamental
drivers in the new energy economy such as the changing
generation mix, new technologies such as smart networks
and batteries, changing market structures and linkage of
wholesale markets, slow economic growth and changing
capital sources with an increase in foreign capital. The
result of many of these drivers on our clients has been
intense balance sheet pressure, often leading to
fundamental business restructuring. A number of large and
medium sized energy companies have commenced quite
radical re-organisation in order to cope, adapt better and
be prepared to take advantage of the opportunities that are
being presented. Obvious examples are EON, RWE and
Vattenfall which have all announced major re-organisations
in the past 12 months with major impacts for the wholesale
and trading business units of these companies. A number
of smaller players are also taking steps to restructure and
implement quite strategic change, for example,
consolidating sales and trading business units, divesting
assets or looking to expand into new markets.

At the same time as thinking big, our clients also continue
to focus relentlessly on the detail of driving down costs and
improving the efficiency of their organisations. This has
been a trend for the past few years and will continue for the
foreseeable future. The latest Baringa Energy Trading
Operational Efficiency Survey shows a clear industry-wide
improvement in trading efficiency since the previous survey
in 2013. Common areas of streamlining include more
stringent assessment of the business case for
implementation of new products and a big increase in the
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percentage of automatic trade confirmations. In general,
energy trading firms are starting to embrace more
structured and sophisticated approaches to operational
excellence including programmes of lean process
management and sustainable cost optimisation. In the
context of energy trading, such programmes involve
initiatives to focus “team by team” on specific functions
such as settlement of non-standard products, a focus “end
to end” on value chains that cut across multiple functions,
such as new product approval or IT help desk ticketing,
and finally a focus on “sustainability” which increases
operational excellence capability in the organisation and
delivers genuine cultural change to embrace continuous
improvement.

Commodity Technology Advisory: With costs in mind, IT
is often the easiest candidate for cuts, how is this
impacting your business and that of your software
partners?.

David Edwards: Our clients are looking right across their
businesses to understand where they can reduce cost and,
as mentioned, they are undertaking structured
programmes of cost reduction and operational
improvement. This does affect the IT function as well and
we are definitely seeing a more stringent evaluation of
business cases for IT investment. However, companies
know that they have IT estates that require maintenance,
upgrade and constant adaption to the demands of the
business. So although we are not seeing as many of the
larger transformation programmes being defined, mobilised
and delivered – there is still a huge amount going on albeit
in a more focused way that takes more account of value..

Commodity Technology Advisory: ComTech has
observed a build as opposed to buy trend in the larger
merchants in recent months. What do you see there and
what are your thoughts on this trend?.

David Edwards: We’ve also seen a number of
organisations going through the build versus buy debate
recently. Some of this is driven by frustration at a perceived
lack of choice in the market and concern around how busy
some of the vendors are and thus their ability to support
implementation projects. However, in our experience most
trading organisations that undertake this evaluation
conclude that building standard trading lifecycle
functionality is not a good strategic choice. Since the
Energy Trading and Risk Management (ETRM) vendors
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have matured to a level where they can support standard
transaction processing fairly well – it would be a bold
decision to believe that this “backbone” functionality could
be re-built in a delivery risk-free way and provide propriety
advantage for a business that a vendor package would not.
Full ETRM build also tends to look very expensive as an
option if properly costed. However, there are certainly
areas where companies are looking to do more bespoke
build. This tends to be in the areas of structured contract
optimisation, market data derivation, trade pricing, short-
term planning and optimisation, asset optimisation and
general decision support. These are areas where
companies might have Intellectual Property and
competitive advantage that they would like to protect and
where they may believe they can do a better job of
specifying and building capability than a vendor. If they
have a decent in-house IT team they can develop these
areas successfully alongside a core ETRM vendor
package which is doing the bulk of the straight-through-
processing (STP) for more standard products.

Commodity Technology Advisory: In terms of CTRM-
related projects, who do you see as doing well from a
vendor standpoint?.

David Edwards: In the gas and power space the vendor
space seems to be consolidating with the number of
options for genuine end-to-end energy trading and risk
systems reducing. Allegro continue to win new work in the
European power and gas space and are very busy from an
implementation perspective at the moment. Allegro Horizon
will be released later this year and the market is expecting
this to be the step forward that will allow Allegro to more
successfully compete in the Tier One space with regard to
handling large volume and high complexity trading
requirements. Sungard are consolidating after a number of
recent major European upgrades to Aligne and are looking
to build on that to challenge strongly in the market again
with a more compelling product strategy. OpenLink are
responding to the renewed challenge from these vendors
with a strong focus on product quality, more structured
release management and product development and have
also developed more streamlined ways of implementing
their product suite. OpenLink have also had success
targeting the second and third Tier market with a stripped
down proposition to provide basic functionality at a
reasonable price. They are continuing to target the LNG,
physical oil and products space and are very active in the

    



treasury area at present. They are targeting Findur as a
solution to provide a better link between treasury and
commodity price risk management and hedging for a
number of large producers, consumers and other
commodity intensive corporates..

Commodity Technology Advisory: What is Baringa
focused on in the current business environment and why?.

David Edwards: Inevitably our focus mirrors the key
challenges of our clients which are dealing with the current
wave of regulation, restructuring to align to the challenges
of the new energy economy and finding ways to generate
margin in a world of extremely challenging commodity
prices. The broad business themes that emerge are
around shifting from forward to prompt trading and an
increase in the value of flexibility and activity in the
ancillary markets. Specifically we see clients shifting to
focus on Day Ahead, Within Day, Balancing Market and
Ancillary services. This shorter-term focus is required to
supplement pure spark or dark spread revenues and
capture the value in these markets that is driven by
intermittency in renewables. The implication for IT systems
is that our clients are developing front office and decision
support tools to supplement or complement their ETRM
packages that are not yet able to adequately support real
time analysis and within day optimisation. We also see a
shift from wholesale to more distributed markets and,
therefore, a shift from energy value chain to energy value
web and we see a number of new entrants with innovative
business models entering the market as disruptors. Finally,
the current state of generation economics means Baringa’s
clients are searching for new revenue channels to augment
their traditional businesses and are very focused on cost
efficiency and automation..

Commodity Technology Advisory: With MiFiD2
threatening, what activity do you see in terms of commodity
companies responding to this challenge?.

David Edwards: With the delay and lack of clarity around
MiFIDII most energy companies have welcomed the
opportunity to focus on REMIT 2 and general
improvements to their regulatory reporting architectures.
However, there is still a lot of work going on to understand
what the options are for companies that may fall under the
MiFIDII provisions from reviewing the composition of
trading portfolios to considering structural change to
reduce the impact. There are also a number of companies



that are pressing ahead with efforts to improve their
internal transaction monitoring capabilities. This is one of
the key components of MiFIDII and a number of companies
are looking to get on the front foot in this area in order to
achieve enhanced transparency and control of their trading
activities.

Mr. David Edwards, Baringa,
Partner - Markets and Trading

David Edwards joined Baringa
during the start-up phase of the
company and has been a Partner
in Baringa’s Energy & Resources
team since 2002..

David has consulted in the energy industry for 17 years
and since joining Baringa has focused on developing
Baringa's reputation for delivering large scale, complex
business and IT transformations of energy trading
organisations. David has worked with a variety of energy
trading clients including utilities, merchant traders,
commodity houses, investment banks and oil majors.
David's areas of expertise include C/ETRM systems and
process definition and implementation, Business Operating
Model and IT Strategy & Roadmap delivery, Post Merger
Integration, Operational Excellence and Programme
Mobilisation and Management. David has a reputation
within the industry for effective and results-oriented
stakeholder management in challenging and complex
delivery environments and has a passion for delivering
client value.

Have you filled in our Vendor Perception survey?
Please share your thoughts on the current state of
E/CTRM vendors and their products:

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/2016CTRMvendor
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About Commodity Technology Advisory
 
Commodity Technology Advisory is the leading analyst organization covering the Energy and
Commodity Trading and Risk Management (E/CTRM) technology markets. We provide
invaluable insights, backed by primary research and years of experience, into the issues and
trends affecting both the users and providers of the applications and services that are crucial
for success in markets constantly roiled by globalization, regulation and innovation.
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